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Let G be a finite group of’ order N. Then 6’ is called sequenceable if 
there exists a sequence g1 ,gz 1 . ..) gH of distim:t elements Q 
the partial productsg~,g1g2.,glg2g3, . . . are distinct. Gord 
that a finite abelian greup G is sequemzeable if and only if G = .A X B, 
ere ,4 is cyclic of ordey ‘2”; with k 2 1, and B is c r odd order. Sky~mc~~- 
f; give examples elf complete Lz tin squares of 
If [3] considenzd a related problem. ke P‘ be a set of 
kluencc g1,g2, .. . . of elements of 
IP, repetitions allowed, which net paiplial produ J-hey show&i 
metric group on 5 fetters and if r consists of a 5-cycle 
there is n0 sequence of e!ements of I? with distinct 
they clonjectured that :M,$II asequence wil!l exist 
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= ~2;._~~ k, fori = i,2, . ..$ K Tht:n gl,gz, . . ..gR 
OF G with distbct partiad products, and eves 
rm. Since there are nt pzr*Tutations of efeme!nts 
are n ! sequences of elements 01 G wi istinct paiiial prs- 
g, ‘be a sequence of elements of C swch that fM1 )* 
rtiai products for every permutation 0 E S,,. 
eme nts of any prowr, nonem;pty subset of 
annot equal the identity. if {i,,i,, . ..) ik) 
1 Gt’h II G Ik G n -- gij = e, then, 
ikj , we obtain gS = gS 1 le;;., which is impossible. 
e 
are distinct, for cverl)t we must have 
In particular, for a 
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the sequence so t = h, gi = h,gk. Then the 
Iartial products, exe 
is, the product 
elements of the sequence, and so /LX ‘14 e. The 
ert: iin this list of parti 
0, ?zgk + hgk kx since 
flows that aI1 terms of title sequemx 
Igenerated by h. 
merated by k, the the constant 
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